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SEMA in the Great Plains, North America 

Creating the Future - SEMA in the Heart of the Corn Belt 

The SEMA company exhibited at the BCMC ("Building Component Manufacturers Conference") in 
Omaha, Nebraska. Once again, SEMA was able to present their interesting software solutions in the 
fields of timber construction and stair design and to give proof of the software’s practicability. 

Many interested visitors attended the SEMA stand – 
the typical atmosphere of a SEMA stand could be felt 
in Nebraska, too. 

Many visitors had already noticed their competitors 
using the term “Timber Construction Software“ and 
were now made to prick their ears by learning that 
SEMA provides a far greater number of options than 
the products they had known so far.  

Intensive work preparation, CAD/CAM and computer-
aided prefabrication are issues still in their infancy in 
North America. SEMA was able to profit from the 
vast experience gained in these fields and provide  
interesting insights to their visitors. 

Among the topics lively discussed at the SEMA stand  
were 3D planning, the connection to machines and 
automated prefabrication. Also in the Midwest of the 
US, the modular SEMA software excelled with its 
unbeatable advantages such as the numerous auto 
functions and sophisticated interfaces compatible 
with all well-known machine manufacturers.  

For the latest news and insights see our Facebook 
page www.facebook.com/semasoft.en or contact 
your direct partner: 

SEMA Germany 
SEMA GmbH Computer Software 
und Hardware-Vertrieb 
Dorfmühlstr. 7-11 
87499 Wildpoldsried / Germany 
phone +49 8304 - 939 0 
fax +49 8304 - 939 240 

e-mail info@sema-soft.com 

 

SEMA Northamerica/Canada 
ProWood Consulting Ltd. 
5907 44 Avenue 
Beaumont, Alberta 
Canada, T4X 0J1 
phone.: +1 (780) 737 1878 
mobile:  +1 (780) 721 0611 
e-Mail: info@sema-soft.com 
Web: www.sema-soft.com 

SEMA in UK 
David Williams 
1 Pier Sand, Warefield Road 
Paignton 
Devon TQ3 2PW 
Phone +44 7809 219 411 
e-Mail: info@sema-soft.com 
Web: www.sema-soft.com 

SEMA provides software solutions and additional services in the fields of timber and stairs construction, as 
well as for the sheet metal work. As the world-leader in these sectors, the SEMA program is available in 11 
languages and has been used successfully by more than 8,500 customers in 54 languages for over 30 
years. Each year, an average of 15 % of the company's turnover is re-invested into the further development 
of the software solutions so that SEMA customers can always benefit from new and innovative solutions. 
Please visit www.sema-soft.de/en for further information. 
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